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  ST-23853 : CONTINUOUS PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

 

Unit. 1 Continuous Univariate Distributions:                                                                   (10)  

1.1 Continuous sample space: Definition, illustrations.  

     1.2 Continuous random variable: Definition, probability density function (p.d.f.), 

cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.), properties of c.d.f. (without proof), 

probabilities of events related to random variable.  

1.3 Expectation of continuous r.v., expectation of function of r.v. 𝐸[𝑔(𝑋)], mean, variance,   

           geometric mean, harmonic mean, raw and central moments, skewness, kurtosis, mean  

           deviation about mean.  

1.4 Moment generating function (MGF): Definition, properties. Cumulant generating 

function (CGF): Definition, properties.  

       1.5 Mode, quartiles(𝑄1,𝑄2,𝑄3) 

        1.6 Probability distribution of function of r. v. : 𝑌 =  𝑔(𝑋) using i) Jacobian of  

transformation for 𝑔(. ) monotonic function and one-to-one, on to functions,  

           ii) Distribution function for 𝑌 =  𝑋2 , 𝑌 =  |𝑋| etc., iii) M.G.F. of 𝑔(𝑋).  

Unit. 2 Continuous Bivariate Distributions:                                                                   (12) 

       2.1 Continuous bivariate random vector or variable (𝑋, 𝑌): Joint p. d. f., joint c. d. f, 

         properties (without proof), probabilities of events related to r.v. (events in terms of  

         regions bounded by regular curves, circles, straight lines). Marginal and conditional  

              distributions. Independence of r.v.s 𝑋 & 𝑌 and also its extension to 𝑘 r.v.s.  

2.2 Expectation of of function of r.v. 𝐸[𝑔(𝑋, 𝑌)], joint moments,      

                 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑋, 𝑌), 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 (𝑋, 𝑌), conditional mean, conditional variance, 𝐸[𝐸(𝑋|𝑌 = 𝑦)] =
                 𝐸(𝑋) 𝑎𝑛𝑑   𝐸[𝐸(𝑌/𝑋 = 𝑥)  =  𝐸(𝑌), 𝑟egression as a conditional expectation.  

       2.3 Theorems on expectation:      

           i) 𝐸(𝑋 +  𝑌)  =  𝐸(𝑋)  +  𝐸(𝑌),   (𝑖𝑖) 𝐸(𝑋𝑌)  =  𝐸(𝑋) 𝐸(𝑌), 𝑖𝑓 𝑋 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑌are    

independent,   generalization to k variables. 𝐸(𝑎𝑋 +  𝑏𝑌 +  𝑐), 𝑉𝑎𝑟 (𝑎𝑋 +  𝑏𝑌 +
 𝑐)              (statement only proof  not expected).  

       2.4 M.G.F.:𝑀𝑋,𝑌 (𝑡1, 𝑡2) , properties, M.G.F. of marginal distribution of r.v.s., properties  

           i) 𝑀𝑋,𝑌 (𝑡1, 𝑡2)  = 𝑀𝑋 (𝑡1, 0) 𝑀𝑌 (0, 𝑡2) if X and Y are independent r. v.s., 

           ii) 𝑀𝑋+𝑌 (𝑡) = 𝑀𝑋,𝑌 (𝑡, 𝑡)  

           iii) 𝑀𝑋+𝑌 = 𝑀𝑋 (𝑡) 𝑀𝑌 (𝑡)  if X and Y are independent r.v.s.  

    2.5 Probability distribution of transformation of  bivariate r. v. 

                                         𝑈 =  𝜙1 (𝑋, 𝑌) ,                            𝑉 =  𝜙2(𝑋, 𝑌) . 



Unit.3 Uniform or Rectangular Distribution:                                                                  (06) 

    3.1 Probability density function (p.d.f.)  
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           Notation : 𝑋 ~ 𝑈[𝑎, 𝑏] .  

     3.2 Sketch of p. d. f. , c. d. f. and sketch of c.d.f., mean, variance, symmetry, MGF.  

     3.3 Distribution of  i)  
𝑋−𝑎

𝑏−𝑎
  ,ii)  

𝑏−𝑋

𝑏−𝑎
  ,iii) 𝑌 =  𝐹(𝑋), where 𝐹(𝑋) is the c. d. f. of continuous 

r.v. 𝑋. Application of the result to model sampling. (Distributions of 𝑋 +  𝑌, 𝑋 –  𝑌, 𝑋𝑌 

and 𝑋/𝑌 are not expected.)  

Unit.4 Normal Distribution:                                                                                              (14)           

     4.1Probability density function (p.d.f.): 

 

𝑓(𝑥) = {
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   ; −∞<𝑋<∞,−∞<𝜇<∞,   𝜎>0

0                     ;             𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

           Notation: 𝑋 ~𝑁 (𝜇 𝜎2). 

 4.2 p. d. f. curve, identification of scale and location parameters, nature of probability curve, 

mean, variance, MGF, CGF, central moments, cumulants, skewness, kurtosis, mode, 

quartiles(𝑄1,𝑄2,𝑄3), points of inflexion of probability curve, mean deviation, additive 

property. 

4.3 Probability distribution of : i) 
𝑋−


 ,standard normal variable (S.N.V.), ii) 𝑎𝑋 +  𝑏, iii) 

𝑎𝑋 +  𝑏𝑌 +  𝑐, where 𝑋 and 𝑌 are independent normal variates. Probability 

distribution of  �̅�, the mean of n 𝑖. 𝑖. 𝑑. 𝑁 (𝜇, 𝜎2) r. v s.,  

4.4 Computations of normal probabilities using normal probability integral tables. Central 

limit theorem (CLT) for 𝑖. 𝑖. 𝑑. r.v.s. with finite positive variance(statement only), its 

illustration for Poisson and Binomial distributions. 

Unit.5 Exponential Distribution:                   (06) 

      5.1Probability density function (p. d. f.):                                 

                𝑓(𝑥) = {
𝛼𝑒−𝛼𝑥  ;   𝑥 ≥ 0 , 𝛼 > 0

0        ;   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

Notation : 𝑋 ~ 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝛼) .  

       5.2 Nature of density curve, interpretation of α as a scale and  
1

𝛼
  as mean, mean, variance, 

MGF, CGF, skewness and kurtosis. 

       5.3 c.d.f., graph of c.d.f., lack of memory property, quartiles(𝑄1,𝑄2,𝑄3), mean deviation 

about mean, additive property.  

        5.4 Distribution of 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑋, 𝑌) and  𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑋, 𝑌) with 𝑋, 𝑌 𝑖. 𝑖. 𝑑. exponential r.v.s. 
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ST-23854: SAMPLING DISTRIBUTIONS AND INFERENCE 

Unit.1 Gamma Distribution:                                    (6 ) 

1.11Probability density function (p. d. f.): 

          f(x) = {
αλ

Γλ
xλ−1e−αx   ; x > 0,   𝛼, 𝜆 > 0

0                   ;   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒    
 

                  = 0                 , otherwise. 

           Notation:   𝑋 𝐺(𝛼, 𝜆),   

     1.2 Nature of probability curve, special cases: i)  =  1, ii)  =  1,MGF, CGF, moments, 

cumulants, skewness, kurtosis, mode, additive property.  

      1.3 Distribution of sum of 𝑛 i.i.d.  exponential  variables. Relation between distribution 

function of Poisson and Gamma variates. 

Unit. 2 Chi-square Distribution:                                       (10) 

      2.1 Definition as a sum of squares of i.i.d. standard normal variables. Derivation of the 

p.d.f. of Chi-square variable with n degrees of freedom (d.f.) using MGF technique. 

      2.2 Mean, variance, MGF, CGF, central moments skewness, kurtosis, mode, additive 

property. Use of chi-square tables for calculations of probabilities. Normal 

approximation (statement only)  

      2.3 Distribution of  
𝑛𝑆2

𝜎2 =
1

𝜎2
∑ (𝑋𝑖 − �̅�)2𝑛

𝑖=𝑖 for a sample from a normal distribution using 

orthogonal transformation, independence of �̅� and  𝑆2.  

Unit. 3 Student’s 𝒕 −distribution:                                       (8) 

     3.1Definition of 𝑇 r.v. with n d.f. in the form of  𝑇 =
𝑈

√
𝑉

𝑛

 , where 𝑈  𝑁 (0, 1) and 𝑉 is chi-

square with n d.f., where 𝑈 & 𝑉 are independent random variables. 

           Notation: 𝑇  tn 

     3.2 Derivation of the p.d.f of 𝑡 distribution, nature of probability curve, mean, variance, 

moments, mode. 

      3.3Use of t-tables for calculations of probabilities, statement of normal approximation. 

Unit.4 Snedecore’s  𝑭 −distribution:                                                                              (08)  

       4.1Definition of 𝐹 r.v. with n1 and n2 d.f. as   𝐹𝑛1,𝑛2
 = 

𝜒𝑛1
2 /𝑛1

𝜒𝑛2
2 /𝑛2

 Independent  chi-square 

variables with 𝑛1 and 𝑛2 d.f. 



           Notation: 𝑋 𝐹𝑛1,𝑛2
           

    4.2 Derivation of the p.d.f, nature of probability curve, mean, variance, moments, mode. 

    4.3 Distribution of  
1

𝐹𝑛1,𝑛2

  ,use of 𝐹 −tables for calculation of probabilities. 

     4.4 Interrelationship between Chi-square, 𝑡 and 𝐹 distributions 

Unit.5 Test of Hypothesis:                                                                                                   (16) 

      5.1Tests based on chi-square distribution: 

a) Test for independence of two attributes arranged in 𝑟 ×  𝑠 contingency table,             

Mc Nemar’s test ( to be covered in practical only). 

b) Test for goodness of fit. ( to be covered in practical only) 

c) Test for variance against one-sided and two-sided alternatives i) for known mean , 

ii) for unknown mean. 

     5.2 Tests based on 𝑡 −distribution: 

a) Tests for population means:  

i) one sample with unknown variance and two sample for unknown equal variances 

tests for one-sided and two-sided alternatives.  

ii)100(1 − 𝛼)% two sided confidence interval for population mean and difference 

of means of two independent normal populations. 

b) Paired t-test for one-sided and two-sided alternatives. 

    5.3 Test based on 𝐹 distribution: 

      Test for 𝐻0: 𝜎1
2 = 𝜎2

2  against one-sided and two-sided alternatives when i) means are    

      known and ii) means are unknown.  
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